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of the co-operation rendered by finns and their officers 
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their promptness and regularity in reporting are largely 

due the generally representative nature of the surveys 
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interest on the part of those completing the monthly 
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Memorandum Showing he DLstribution of the workers Covered in the 
Monthly Surveys of Employment in comparison with the Distribution 

of the 77orkers, Enumerated in the Census of June 1, 1 93 1 - 

The question of the georaphical and industrial distribution of the workers sampled 
in the monthly surveys of emp1oment is highly important in its intimate connection with 
their ability accurately to reflect changes in the general volume of employment. The 
only complete record of the distribution of the gainfully occupied population is 
obtained in the decennial censuses. no data being available for the inter-censaj. years. 
Owing to the magnitude of the work invo1ve, it is not possible for the statistics on 
occupations and industries to be compiled for some time after the decennial census is 
taken. It therefore follows that only at infrequent intervals and several years after 
the date to which the figures apply, are general statistics available showing the 
workers' distribution by prvince city and industry, to serve as a yardstick against 
which may be measured the distribution of the workers sampled in the monthly employment 
record. 

The industrial composition of the population generally is continually though slowly 
changing with the development of new industries and services and the obsolescence of 
former processes of manufacture, extraction, transportation or other application of 
labour, while migration of workers, particularly in a comparatively new country, is 
continuously underway with the ening up of new areas and in response to the movements 
of industry. The composition of the employment sample for the different units of 
population and industries, likewise undergoes constant changes, reflecting these tend-
encies, and also to some extent the successful exploration of fresh sources of inform-
ation regarding firms not theretofore co--operating in furnishing payroll data. The 
census figures of the geographical and industrial distribution of occupied persons and 
the monthly employment stati'tics are of courSe, both considerably affected in their 
interrelation by the varying degrees of prosperity found .n given units, a variation of 
decided importance during such a period of depression as has extendd 6ver the täst few 
years. 

In prepai'ing the monthly statistics of emptoyment, it id necessary to give adequate 
representation not only to industries, but also to the provinces and the municipalities. 
The varying industrial composition of these units and the varying scales of production 
therein, add materially to the difficulties of securing a generally representative index 
within a short space of time and at a reasonable cost. The monthly employment returns, 
based on material coming from all parts of the Dominion, are released in final form for 
the economic areas, the leading industrial cities and a large number of industries, from 
three to four weeke after the date to which they apply. 

1.- ThE DISTRIBUTIONOFWORIRS IN INDUSTRY. 

The census figures are the summation of statistical facts largely furnished by 
individuals, and as such generally permit of more exact classification industrially than 
is possible where one officer in an establishment furnishes data for the total number of 
employees in such establishment, which is necessarily classified according to the 
principal product manufactiird. or handled, o the principal line of business followed, 
without regard to subsidiary industrics 	The industrial classifications used by the 
decennial census and the employment ctat.istics differ in several important respects, 
complicating the making of ccmpar!'ons between the two setc of figures; these differences 
are outlined in succeeding paragraph 

Owing to the seasonal naturs of many Canadian industries, it is certain that a 
census taken at a date other than June 1, would have indicated an industrial distribution 
differing in many respects from that representative of conditions in the early summer. 

The census aggregates include those working in industries outside the scope of the 
monthly employment record - notably in agriculture, fishing, trapping, finance, domestic, 
professional and othcr kinds of private service, and those engaged in the administration 
of the various governmental services and bodies. While these classes are not, of course, 
immune to the risk of uneinployme..it they are not usually regarded as subject to fluo-
tations in their employment arising from general market conditions, and their employment 
cannot be considered as barometric to the same degree as, for example, that of 
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manufacturing operatives, construction workers, etc. Among the industries .n th above 
list which employ labour, the unit of production is usually so small (excut in 
financial and governmental services) as to make very difficult and costly the collection 
of any current statistics on employment ,61  Consequently, no effort has been made to 
include such classes of workers in the monthly surveys, so that a more significant 
comparison lies in that btweeri the wage'-earners in the industries common to 'octh sets 
of figures. 

The census figures include a certain number of workers of whom no inductriaJ. 
classification is possible in spite ofintensive efforts made to thic end. In th 
comparison between thedensus and the mdnthly employment figurs, thece trtpcifed 
workers present a speci.l difficulty incapab.e of entirely satisfactory solution. It is 
not likely that all persons failing to state the industry in which they were exnoloyod 
would belong in the groups coyered in the monthly surveys; while many of thorn would 
probably correctly be classified in construction, miningl maiiufaCuring. or in some 
other of the gros included in the latter, others equally likely would be workers in 
the non-included classesi It is probable that the unspecified workers belong in certain 
seasons of the year to the Included industries and in other periods to the non-included 
classes. These unclassified wage-earners may be treated In three ways - wholly excluded 
from the Included classesi wholly Included, or divided pro rata among the va:'io - s 
industrial groups enumèrated. 	he last thethod has been followed i:i the :in..l comparison. 

As already stated, the industrial d1assification used in the c1lccticn of the 
census and the monthly employment data materially d.ffer. The fol1o'v' 	ic e:cnpl'c of 
the existing differences. 

In the employment statistics code 

(a) Manufacturing includes 
(1) Electric light and power 

(2) Shipbuilding 

(3) Certain garages and Elervice stations 
where repairing is the dhief work 
performed. 

(4) Certain clothing and millinery 
Os tablislinents. 

(5) Certain dairies. 

(6) Certain classes of mill employees 
grouped under mining in the census 
classification. 

(b) 	 - 

(a) Communications are listed separately. 

In the census code 

Electric light and power ucnz'.J.t- uta a 
separate group 

is listed under construction 

These are listed under tranportation 
and communications, in cuotom aid 
repair and also unde' trade, 

These are grouped under trade and with 
the custom and repair cla.se. 

These are listed under trade, 

Mining Includes certain c.n.sses listed 
under manufacturing .fl  the employmot 

coae. 
These are grouped with transportatIon.. 

(d) (1) Construction and maintenance includes 	(1) Such workers are in some casec 
workers engaged on such work for 	listed under municipal services. 
public authorities. 	 which are not included in the monthly 

employment surveys. 

(2) Also Includes workers engaged in 
railway construction and 
maintenance. 

(.) Trade Is depleted in the employment 
statistics classification mainly in 
favour of manufacturing and to a 
lesser extent in favour of services. 

(2) These are listed under t.ranportation 
in the case of maintenance workers; 
railroad construction workors are partly 
classed under rai.way transportation, 
with the remainder in the construction 
group. 

(f) 	 - 	 Unspecified workers. 
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Partial adjustment between industries can be made in the census data to facilitate 
comparisons with the employment returns, but there are cases where the groups cannot be 
re-arranged and the census figures must be used as they stand. The greatest changes 
necessary, (and that could be effected) result in an increase in the ratio of occupied 
persons in the census manufacturing group, thereby bringing its weighting closer to that 
of the employment returns. However, after all possible re-arrangements are made, it 
must again be emphasized that a considerable part of the disparities in the proportions 
represents differences in classification that cannot be adjusted; were the same 
industrial classification used in the compilation of the two sets of figures, the ratios 
would be closer than at present. 

The foregoing must be borne in mind in the using the ciparisons made in this memor-
andum, which are based on the st 

/
istics for the census date (June 1, 1931). Since then, 

the number of co-operating firms has considerably increased, bringing about certain 
changes in the industrial composition of the sample. These changes generally are in the 
direction of closer correspondence with the census distribution. 

The census of occupations showed 2,570,097  wage-earners in the Dominion, of whom 
2,100,139 or 81.7 pec. were at work on the census date (June 1, 1931).  It is obviously 
with those at work that the monthly employment figu.res for the same date must be 
compared.. The 7,865 firms making returns for June 1, 1931, reported 940,875 employees, 
being 36.6 p.c. of the total number of persons reporting themselves as actual or 
potential wage-earners, and 44.9 p.c. of those at work in all industries at the census 
date. When the classes of workers previously mentioned ts not covered in the employment 
surveys are deducted from the census figures, there remains a total of 1,318,954 persons 
at work at the census date in the industries sempled in the monthly record, or a total 
of 1,369,351 if a due proportion of the unspecified workers are included The employ-
ment survey for June 1, 1931, constituted 71.3 p.c. of this adjusted figure, i.e. of the 
census total for the comparable industries without the unspecified workers, and 68.7 P.C. 
if a proportion of the unspecified workers are regarded ds belonging in the census 
statistics adjusted industrially for this comparison. This sample may be considered 
quite adequate, but it would be rather larger if comparison could be made with a similar 
census taken at the present time, since the number ofco-oerating firmp is constantly 
growing, having risen from 7,965 at June 1, 1931 to 9,270 1 I at June 1, 1935; the June 1 
comparison is here used so that the seasonal factor may not entei into the case. The 
increase in the co-operating employers is acçothpanied by a g±owth in the ratio of wage-. 
earners sampled, though the latter increase is by no meanS in prop6rtion to the gain in 
the number of reports tabulated, owing to the fact that the finns now being added to the 
mailing list generally incline to employ staffs below the average. 

The accompanying table Cohsists of two sections: Part 1 contains only the census 
statistics 1  while in tart 2 are given the latter as re-arranged for comparison with the 
morth1y employment data, also shown therein. 

The first part shows (a) the total wage-earners and the total number at work as 
enumerated in the census, in the form in which the figures are published in Census Vol. 
VI, Table II. In (b) are given the figures of (a) adjusted,insofar as is possible, to 
conform to the classification of industries used since 1920 in the collection of the 
monthly employment statistics. The proportion that those at work in the adjusted 
industrial groups constituted of the total number of wage-earners in the same classes, 
is given in column 5, illustrating the varying degrees of activity prevailing in these 

1/ The number of firms co-operating with the Dominion Bureau of Statistics shows a 
continual increase resulting (i) from the establishment of new industries, (2) from 
more regular co-operation on the part of employers and (3) from the fact that detailed 
statistics regarding locality and industry are being furnished by a steadily increasing 
number of firms. The different branches of a business organization operating in 
various centres appear in the tabulation as separate firms in these centres when it is 
possible to obtain separate reports. Similarly, employers appear under each of the 
industries for which separate reports are furnished, for example, under logging and 
sawmilling. The number of firms, as used in the employment surveys, might more 
precisely be described as the number of reports tabulated. 

In calculating the index numbers of emploiment, adjustment is made for the 
inclusion of newly reporting fixi, while allowance is also made for the loss in 
employment resulting when co-opemting buainesseo cease to operate. 
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industrios at the census date. The final column (6) shows the relative weights1',  or 
percentage industrial distribution, of those at work in the adjusted groups, to the 
total number at work as 100 p.c. This part of the table is given mainly to illustrate 
the changes which were made in the industrial grouping of the published census figures 
to bring about greater comparability with the employment classification. 

In part 2 are given the census statistics of the number at work, as adjusted for 
the purposes of this memorandum, including the apportionment of the unspecified workers, 
pro rata, among those whose industries were named. The industrial distribution of the 
persons covered in the employment survey for June 1, 1931, is also shown. 

The industrial distribution of the workers enumerated in the census, as a proportion 
of the total at work in the same industries as 100 p.c., shown in column 3, differs from 
the distribution of those Included in the employment statistics for June 1, 1931,  given 
in column 5. According to the census distribution, manufacturing, mining, communications 
and construction were over-represented, in the monthly surveys of employment, while 
logging, transportation, services and trade were under-represented. In many cases, the 
nature of the work and the business organization make such differences inevitable with 
present facilities. Column 7 in this table illustrates the considerable variation in 
the size of the employment statistics' representation of the different industries, which 
at June 1, 1931, ranged. from 32.0 p.c. in services (adjusted to conform to the employ-
ment statistics service group) and 35.3 p.c. in trade, to 82.8 P.C. In manufacturing and 
96.9 p.c. in mining. Explanations in regard to these disparities and also in regard to 
the discrepancies in the proportion of total workers covered, are given in succeeding 
paragraphs. 

Manufacturing.- The representation In the manufacturing industries, as would be 
expected, is particularly large. Several factors contribute to this result, among which 
may be cited, the fixed places of business maintained by manufacturers, ordinarily in 
centres having easy corrmunication with outside points; their familiarity with the 
statistical returns required by the various governmental authorities and their recog-
nition of the need for the collection of such statistics. Manufacturers are widely 
listed in trade journals and directories, and generally seek to advertise their products. 
Not only is a disproportionately large representation in factory employment expected, but 
it is also not undesirable from many points of view, notably on account of the wide 
diversity of the industries so classed, with their varying seasonal movements and their 
general sensitiveness to fluctuotions in current economic conditions. 

The sp1e of 82.8 p.c. of the total factory employment is fully adequate; while it 
would probably appear rather smaller were the industrial classification identical with 
that used in collecting the census data, it would still be ample. A more perfect re-
adjustment of the figures would mainly take from the number in manufactures, where the 
apparent representation is overly high, and add chiefly to that In trade. This would, of 
course, reduce the relative weight of factory employment In the sample, increasing that 
in trade, thus bringing these weights more in line with the census weighting; the 
employees of the co-operating manufacturers constituted 52.1 p.c. of all persons in-
cluded In the June 1, 1931,  survey of employment, while the relative weight of factory 
employment in the census distribution was 143.2  P.C. 

1/ A brief explanation of the term "relative weig" as used here and in the monthly 
employment surveys might ensure better understanding of the data, since it appears 
that the significance of this term is not always fully understood. The expression as 
used in connection with the statistics of employment since 1921, does not indicate 
any effort to weight the published figures in accordance with any standard Industrial 
distribution - for one reason, because no standards are available except from the 
decennial censuses; the 1921 employment data were not considered suitable for com-
parison with the results of the 1921 census, while a comparison with the 1931 census 
has only fairly recently become possible. 

The relative weight simply shows the numerical distribution of the workers 
reported in the specified Industi7, or unit of population, at a given date, with the 
total number reported in all industries in the Dominion at the same date, as 100 p.c. 
Thus, the June 1, 1931, relative weight of 52.1 for manufacturing indicates that the 
1489,837 employees of the co-operating manufacturers constituted 52.1 p.c. of the 
9140,875 workers reported in all industries in the same month. Similarly, in logging, 
the 114,520 reported workers formed. 1.5 p.c. of the same total of 940,875, and so on 
throughout the complete list of industries. The reason for giving the relative 
weights Is simply to enable those Interested in the subject roughly to assess at a 
glance the importance of any industry or locality in the general employment situation 
as revealed by the firms makin returns. The term "relative weight" used here In oa nnection with the census stat

g 
 istics hap the same ?ignificancç as ix the employment 

ata, i.e., It shows the percentage obtained by dividIng the ligure br the given 
Ipdustry or unit of population, by the total at work in the included industries as a 
wnole. 

I 
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Part 1.- The Number of Wage-Earners and the Numbe 1at Work, as Enumerated in 
the Census of June 1, 1931. 

11 B' 1  
Grouped Accorcling 	: Regrouped to afford. a closer comparison 

to the Census 	: 

Classification 
with the monthly employment data 

Relative 
P.C. at weight of 
work in workers in 
adjust- included 

Total Total 	: Total Total ed in- industries 
Industries Wage- number 	: Wage- number dustries, in Col. 14 

Earners at work 	: Earners at work to total to total 
number number in 
in such such in- 
indus- dustries 
tries as 100 p.c. 

(l) (2) (3) (14) (5) (6) 

All Industries 2,570,097 2,100,139 2,570097 2,100,139 81.7 

The Included Industries 1,523,913 1,235,102 1,61,64.9 1,31&954 ea.3 

Manufacturing 606,617 504,621 694 1 464 570,1 146 83.3 43.2 

Electric current 18,938 17.122 (included with 90.4 - 

Manufacturing) 

	

147, 1409 	28,795 60.7 	2.2 

	

68,962 	146,9314 68.1 	3.6 

	

35,667 	32,1463 91.0 	2.5 

Logging 
	147, 1409 	28,795 

Mining 
	68,962 

	
146,934 

Coxmunications ) 
) 

	

283,675 	2)4)4,190 
Transportation ) - 	

- 201,1461 171,240 85.0 13.0 

Construction 217,105 143,386 234,1421 160,654 63.5 12.2 

Services See below See below 78,617 68,1418 87.0 5.1 

Trade 281,107 250,054 270,6)48 2)40,30)4 88.8 18.2 

Unspecified 168,881 77,296 

The Non-included md 	t..rjee 877,403_J87,7)4] 779,567 703,889  90.3 

.Agriculture 198,592 167,776 198,592 167,776  84.5 

Fishing and trapping 10,1435 7,598 10, 1435 7,598 72.8 

Finance 82,963 77,723 82,963 77,723 93.7 

Services 585,1413 534,6414 1487,577 1450,792 92.5 

Professional 167,198 158,785 167,198 158,785 95.0 

Public administration 116,815 107,839 116,815 107,839  92.3 

Recreational 13,862 11,991 13,862 11,991 86.5 

custom and repair 143,268 35,686 8,73 3  6,579 75.3 

Business service 5,081 14,530 2,235 1,9714 38.3 

Personal 239,189 215,813 178 ,729 163,6214 91.5 

1/ Figures taken from Table 11., Census Vol. VI. 
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Part 2.- The Number of Wage-Earners at Work as Enumerated In the Census of 1931, 
and the Number of Employees Reported by the Employers 1\irnlshing Employment 

data on June 1, 1931- 

Census Data 	Monthly Employment Data 

Percentage 
Total 	Total at 	: 	of employ- 
number work with Relative :Number 	ees included 
at work, the un- 	weight 	:employed Rel- Re].- in June 1, 
June 1, specified of wage- :by the ative at&ve 1931, survey 

Industries 	193 1 - 	workers 	earners, :co-oper... weight, weight, of employ- 
(Unspeci- distributed includ.- :atlng 	June June ment, shown 
fled 	proportion- ing 1.311- :emp].oy- 	1, 	l 	in Cci. 14, 
workers ately amoxg specified:ers, 	1931 1935 to total 
shown 	those whose workers :June 1, 	wage-earners 
separ- industries 	:1931 	 shown in 
ately) 	were given 	 Col. 2 
(1) 	(2) 	(3) 	 (5) 	(6) 	(7) 

All Industries 	2,100,139 2,100139 	9 140,975 100.0 100.0 	1414.8 

The Included 
Industries 1,318,954 1,369351 100.0 9140,875 100.0 100.0 68.7 

Manufacturing 570.146 5919414 143.2 1489,837 52.1 54.0 82,8 

Logging 28,795 29,877 2.2 114,520 1.5 2.9 

Mining 469314. 148,712 3.5 147,210 5.0 5.9 96.9 

CoirunIcations 32,1463 33,700 25 27,087 2.9 2.3 80.14 

Transportation 171,2 140 177,810 13.0 1114,077 12.1 10.3 614,2 

Construction 160,6514 166,760 12.2 137,213 14.6 11.5 82.3 

Services 68,1418 71,0146 5.2 22,766 2.14 2.8 32.0 

Trade 2140,3014 249,502 18.2 88,165 9.14 10.3 35.3 

Unspecified 77,296 - - .- - - - 

The Non-included 
Industries 703,889 730,788 

AgrIculture 167,776 1714,192 

Fishing and 
trapping 7,598 7,907 

Fin&ce 77,723 go,66o 

Services 1450,792 1468,029 

Professional 158,785 154,391 

Public administ- 
ration 107, 839 111,936 

Recreational 11,991 12,1455 

Cistoni and repair 6,579 6,811 

Business service 1,9714 2,051 

Persona]. 163,6214 169,885 
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Logging.- The difficulties of collecting current statistics relating to the logging 
industry are many - the highly seasonal nature of the work; the lack of estabj.ished 
offices; the distance from the centres of population, frequently rendering communications 
slow and uncertain; the growing practice of subletting contracts; the custom of purchas-
ing logs from farmers who take them out with the help of their own families and neigh-
bours, often employing in the accepted sense of the word fevT if any persons; the compar-
ative].y short active season in most of the provinces. A great many of the workers in 
logging necessarily follow it as a secondary occupation, being farmers, fishermen, mill 
employees, construction workers, general labourers, etc., etc., during the off-season for 
employment in the bush. The number engaed in logging constituted 2.2 p.c. of all census 
workers in the comparable ii4ustries, and 1.5 p.c. of the total reported by employers. 
The number actually at work in the reported, camps was rather less than half of those 
enumerated at the cehous date, but in view of the attendant circupstancee, it is felt 
this is an adequate sample of those actu1ly engaged in lo 1 at the time of the report, 
as well as probably being as large a repzentation as ceR7?i oined in a current 
survey. 

Mthin.- The employment statistics' representation in mining appears extraordinarily 
high (96.9 p.c.) mainly as a result of conditions in the coal-mining dt'±ion. This is 
chiefly explained (1) by the fact that coal-mining is usually carried oit on a large 
scale, and at accessible points, t1rs simplifying the collection of st.t.stica, and ç2) 
by a difference in the interpretation of the term "at work" on a given day, ariing from 
the shift system and engendered by the practice undoubtedly followed by some employers 
of reporting the numbers on their staffs on the last pay day of the month. The import-
ance of the reason given in (2) is emphasized by the fact that an exceptionally small 
proportion of the total number enumerated in the Census as in the coal-mining group 
reported themselves as actually at work on June 1, 1931, viz.; only 17,689  out of 31,296, 
or 56.5 p.c.; mining happens to be one of the few groups in which the census figures of 
persons at work and not at work at June 1, 1931, were not representative of conditions 
during the census year. 

Of the total number classified in coal-mining (31,296), the employment statistics 
covered 7.2 p.c., a proportion which is more commensurate with the representation of 
those at work found in other industries; this proportion would naturally have been higher 
if the comparison had been mad.o at a period of greater eaaonl acttvlty 1iar. t1s 
of the co-operating coal-mining companies were larger. 

If coal-mining is excluded from both sets of figures, the employment statistics 
represented 75 p.c. of the census total of those at work in other mining inthistries. 
The relative weight of mining in the employment data was 5.0 p.c., as compared with that 
of 3.5 p.c. of those at work in the comparable indut.ries according to the census 
enquiry; of the total persons at work and not at work as enumerated in the cesus, thoae 
classed in mining as a whole constituted over four p.c. The increase in the relative 
weight of mining in the employment data to 5.9 at June 1, 1935,  is mainly due to the 
intense activity prevailing in the extraction of the precious metals. 

e3mmunications.- The 90.4 p.o. representation in the communications group iz above 
the average, due to the necessarily monopolistic nature of the service and the highly 
efficient statistical services generally maIntained by the organizations employing the 
persons enumerated. Those working on telephones are especially fully represented; it is 
likely that part of those enumerated as telegraphers at the census, are included under 
railway operation in the employment surveys. The relative weight of the communications 
division in the census was 2.5, as compared with 2.9 in the monthly employment record. 

Transportation.- In the transportation group, the apparent representation amounted 
to 6-i.2 p.c., but this would have been higher had the industrial classifications been 
identical. For example, railway construction and maintenance staffs in the employment 
statistics' code are grouped under construction, but in the census classification those 
engaged in such work by the railways are partly included in transportation; workers on 
new construction are classød under construction, but the large number of maintenance 
hands are coded in transportation. It is impossible satisfactorily to re-arrange the 
grouping between this and the construction division. However, one iitportant class of 
railway maintenance workers (viz., section hands) have here been removed from the census 
transportation group and added to construction. In reality, the concentration of railway 
employment in a few companies which cordially co-operate with the Bureau, naturally 
ensures an entirely adequate representation for the steam railway group. 

if Tlis, the June 1, 1931, index i7ning was 92.2 p.c. of the 1926 average, while at 
Jan. 1 and Feb. 1 of the same year, the indexes were 106.9 and 10.1 respectively. 
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A 1are ni.miber of persons are engaged in driving vehicles for fixs having only a 
few workers, about whom no current data are obtained, with the result that the repre 
ntatiori for the local transportation industry is smaller than In many others; the 

navigation and shipping trades also present difficulties owing to the nature of the work, 
part of which is only casualn Neverthe1ess a fair representation is found in each of 
these two divisicis. The table shows that the relative weight of the transportation 
group: to all industries az 100 pc was 12.1 pc on June 1, 1931, compared with a 
proportion of 13,0 p.c. in the census returns 

Contructn.-. The construction group displays an apparent over-representation in 
the compa:son the ielitive w3ight in the employment statistics being 16 pc., as 
against 122 pc. in the census enumeration, while the employees reported by construc-
tion finns apparently constituted 823 pc of those reported in the censu.-, enquiry, a 
proportio: concid.erably above the averagec Ix already mentioned, some ciases of  
workers included under coiistraction in the monthly eiployment sureyc belong to trans-
portation in the decennial census, while certainpersons listed in the governmental 
construction group in the employment codo are placed with piblic administration in the 
census statistics, mainly under e municipal group It is impossible to 	adjust- 
ment for these differences, but midoubtedly identical classifications would remove much 
of the apparent over..repreentation in construction A discrepancy which ran easily 
adjusted was the transfer of shipbuilding workers from construction, according to the 
census, to manufacturing in confonnity 7.ith the omploaont statistics groupinn 

Services.- This is one of the most difficult groups for whIch to obtain adequate 
representation in the currant empThyrilent record, while it is also difficult to adjust 
the census data for pu:poses of comarison The monthly employment surreys, in general, 
are limited to reports from employers hav.ng 15 persons and ove0 A large nirnber of 
service establishments must obviouly employ below this minimum but in the aggregate, 
their enrioyees are numerous. Exple' of this class readily come to mind .- ice cream 
parlours, small lunch rooms. small dyeing and cleaning establishments, shoe shining 
stands, etc.. etc., many of which would employ only one or two assistants, mid frcm 
which statistics could only be obtained in an ex.haustive enquiry0 Strenuous efforts 
have been made in the last few years to increase the representation of the various 
industries in the employment enquiries particularly that among the non-manufacturing 
industries. Thus, 1 t1he number of co-operating service firms increased from 276 on the 
census date to Ll.5Z / on June 1, 1935, or by nearly 66 	but the relative weight 
advanced by only 0.4 points to 2.,8 p.c. at the latter date. This illustrates the 
difficulty of obtaining a representation in services commensurate with that oxsting in 
many other industries. In view of these circumstances, it seors as if an employment 
sample of 32.0 p.c. of the census figures for the comparable services were about as  
large as could be expected. The relative weight of workers in the service group in the 
employment records was 2.4 p.c. at June l 1931.  or less than half of the adjusted census 
representation of 5.2 p.c. in the census total, 

Trade..- The difficulties outlinedin connection with securing adequate represent-
ation for services are also found in the collection of data for trading establishmsnts, 
of whose employees the survey of employment at June 1, 1931, covered well over one third. 
It was necessary to adjust the census figures to make for better ccmparison with the 
employment classification, while a more complete adjustment, had it been possible, would 
have removed part of the apparent disparity0 A very large proportion of dittributing 
houses employ only a small number of persons; thus the census of trading eablishments, 
taken in conjunction with the 1931 decennial ccnsus disclosed over 119,000 1  retail 
trading establishments, while the census enumerated some 202.700 wage-earners at work In 
retail trade at June 1, or an average of about two employees per es 	1ishment.. (This 
figure of 202_j0 has, of course, been altered to bring about greater though not complete 
comparability with the employment data; it is not possible also to adjust the number of 
establishments, but in any case, the avernge staff would still be very email)0 The 
average number of employees in wholesale trading establishments is also found to be 
small, being affected by the large number of sales agents with only a few persons on 
their staffs. The relative weight of trade according to the census was 182 p.c., or 
nearly twice that of 9,4  p0c. found in the employment record0 however, 35.3 p'c. of the 
census workers in trading establishments, as adjusted for purposes of this cemparison 
were covered in the monthly employment record, where the relative weight has increased 
from 9.4 p.c. on June 1, 1931. to 10.3 p.c. at the beginning of June in 1935; th 1number 
of co-operating trading establishments has risen from 826 on the former to 1,1561/at the 
latter date, or by nearly 40 p.c. It is probable that the nature of the existing 
business organization in both trade and services will effectually limit the growth of 

if See footnote on page3. 
21 Zxclusive of hotels, restaurants and cafes, etc., but including a certain number of 

establishments where there were no hired employees0 
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their ratios in the employment record.s, In spite of the unremitting efforts made to 
enlarge the scope of the enquiry Into such lines. 

SUMiYL&RY. 

The following summarizes the data in the most comparable form evolved by adjustment 
of the census figures:- 

Relative Weights Proportion of workers covered, in 
June 1, 1931 the June 1, 1931, employment 

survey to the census total of 
Census Thiployment persons at work in the incl&ed 
data data Industries as 100 p.c. - 

P.C. P.C. p.c. 

Manufacturing 43.2 52.1 82.8 

Logging 2.2 1.5 

Mining 3.5 5.0 96.9 

Conxnunieatjons 2.5 2.9 80.4 

Transportation 13.0 12.1 

Construction and 
maintenance 12.2 14.6 82.3 

5ervices 5.2 2.4 32.0 

Trade 18.2 9.4 35.3 

All Industries 100.0 100.0 - 

1,369,351 940,875 68.7 

Part of the discrepancies in the employment statieties' distribution as compared 
with that of the censu.s has already been explained as due to differences in olaa.s-ifiea 
tion, and in part to the characteristics and organization of the given tMu.stry, vhl..ok 
make possible a more or a less adequate representation. However, it is felt that the 
representation of industries, even of those in which the coverage is lowest, is 
sufficiently large to ensure that the current movemeta in ep1o.3nts are aocAzataly 
reflected in the monthly Index numbers. 

2.- TFS GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OP WORKERS. 

A function of the employment index fully eqiaalling in importance its ability to 
depict conditions in the different industries, is its ability to reflect the current 
fluctuations in Industrial activity in the various units of :population. In the 
economic areas, the comparisons with the census distribution of those at work are on a 
more s&tisfactory basis than in the caso of the Industrial comparisons, which are 
complicated by differences in classification. The comparisons of the city figures, 
however, are not so accurate as those between the provincial data, because of differences 
in the areas included under the municipalitieB in the census and the employment figures. 

(a) By Economic Areas. 

The samples of employment obtained monthly from firms in the various economic areas 
naturally differ to some extent, in size, depending largely upon the industrial dis-
tribution of the employed population, while the scale on which business generally 
operates in a given unit of population is another influential factor. The concentration 
of industry within readily accessible areas, and the relative distance from Ottawa are 
also of importance in determining the proportion of the totel number of workers that may 
be covered in a quickly-prepared monthly survey. 

On the whole, the provincial distribution of the employees sampled in the monthly 
employment surveys agrees very satisfactorily with that of all workers in the comparable 
industries in the various units of population as enumerated in the 1931 Census, while 
the comparative weights of each of the five economic areas also showed a remarkably 
close correspondence in the two sets of figures. These analyses afford convincing 
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eridencc that the samples of emp1oient obtained in the monthly surveys .penetrate 
deeply and unlforml;r into the indutaJ. $trt1CtUre of the Dominion. 

The following tle ccnpa:es the empio'iiicnt data with the census enumeration of 
thcoc a work in all ineuotries, cmd in the ir4utries covered in the monthly employment 
surveys for th fiva eccnonic areae:•- 

Monthly Proportion of the employ- 
Employment ees reported by co.. 

Census Data :  June 1, 1931 data operating fiims at 
June 1. 1931  June 1 	1931,  to 

Economic at All persons Persons at 
Areas To;al viorh in Employ- at work as work in the 

nu'nber Eel he jn Rd. ecs Rel. enumerated included 
at weight cludeel,  weight report weight in the census industries 

indutries ed as 100 P.C. as 100.p.c. 
(6) (7) (g) 

p p0crn 

Mritimes l74,3l0 lC987i 80 72 : 086 7.7 141,14 65.6 

(.eec 5 7 0871 G 14014729 290G 2779514 29.5 14.0 68.7 

CritaTio S07..4l0 3SJ 44.5514 398 386070 14i.o 478 70.9 

Pruirje s. 363379 .: 187:6).6 137 1251312  13.3 314.5 66. 

Pritish 
Co7.iinL.a i76.l69 S 	14 122,822 90 79.1453 8.5 145.1 6147 

21cc139 100o 1,693511 / 1000 940875 10000 1414.S 68.7 

n enalvsis of the compL.:'iLne of the employment data with the census figures of 
th. total znbo' at work th all intriec_ sh;s that the smallest representation was 

the Prairie Provnc vlhcr3 only 3145 pvc. of the total were covered in the employ-
mat &mp1e for June1, J531. 	proportion much below the average; this of course is due 
to tho peculiar irdLutrii cListribution of the employed persons. Thus, at the census 
(bite: ove:: 18 o.c of, alJ. we ars at 7crk in the Prairies were engaged In farm work, 
ec1udod from thz cuient 	of exrJ.oymerit. whiie in the Dominion the proportion of 
agricultural worke 	to the tot&. E'.t work was slightly under eight percent. In the 
Maritime Provinces ?  tb 	::oro3: -;ion of total v;orker represented in the employment data 
as also below the D iicn ra;io. eiml 1.ar1y a reult of the industrial distribution in 
that area. a-Ithovgh the fact t.at the milt of production in the Maritimes is compar-
atively small s also r factor'. The concentration of the manufacturing and the 
distributive.ndustrie in (eec. 	Ontario makes possible in the employment surveys 
for those provinces a greater-than rc sample of the total workers numerated in the 
censu. rurthe:', the omrarat.e..y easy distances from Ottawa and the relatively large 
scale of operation, ara ot a ie;or.cu in thts connection. 

Coming n: to the more .gntficant comparison of the industries common to both sets 
of figures, it IF evident that there is considerable uniformity in the representation for 
the various oroncmic ara, th.s being greater tium that found in the comparison with the 

1/ The above toti o the nijfao.'s at work in t'ae Included industries in the economic 
aroas add to 1,69 7 52. 	('omarcd ni.th the Domtnion total of 1,369,351; this surplus 
of 241. (which is eccoaniec. by a compensating shortage in the provincial totals for 
the non-include.. I 	tiei orü tf,ed f.'o:n this table) is due to the unspecified workers, 
whose distritutien be.teen the 	udo and the excluded industries varied In the 
five oc')ncrnic aroa 	:-acl ±e u peci:f±€d vo'kers in each province been assigned to 
the 12ic1u.deL a'id the nc•r.-'.uclulc-d inC.i 	is.n the came proportion as in the Dominion 
ac E ':hole, the diocrepnuies of 2'41 ou1d di'appear from the provincial totals for 
both .nc1uded and ocluder. c1a9:3 	71h:.2,e the difference is not sufficiently large to 
fect the proportions shc:n in columns (7) and S) in this table, it causes the 

relative weighcs shon in column 1!) to aggregate 100.1 Instead of 10000. 

2/ According to the rec'r:'t o th Industrial Oo. 	for 1931 the average employees per 
establishment in the Ma::. -re Prot-ince was 11 	as compared with the mean of 22.8 In 
the Dominion as a v;hole rh±le these averages refer only to factories, there is no 
doubt that on the who 	`-Ihera ';ould be simi].ar differences in the size o± establish- 
ments in other indutries cxci:. coalmining and logging. 
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total numbers at work. In British Columbia, the proportion of the number of employees 
covered in the employment sample to the total enumerated in the census as at work in the 
comparable industries was 611 .7 p.c., a ratio that was lower than in the other sections 
of the Dominion. This is partly a result of the great distance between that province 
and Ottawa, while the importance of logging, lumbering, mining and canning In the 
industrial life of British Columbia tends to increase the difficulties of collection 
entailed by distance, since in many cases these operations are carried on in rather 
inaccessible places with more or less infredent mail services. 

The representation of 65.6 P.C. in the Maritimee was also slightly 1below the 
average of 68.7 p.c.; this is mainly due to the gehera.11y smaller scalon which 
operations there are carried on - the coal-mining and logging industries being, of 
course, the great exceptions. 

The proximity of quebec and Ontario to the collection centre, and the preponderance 
of manufacturing and distribution in their industrial composition, ensure that the 
employment sample for the Central Provinces should be larger than in the other economic 
areas. In Quebec, 68.7 p.c. of all persons at work in the included industries according 
to the census enumeration were represented in the employment sample; this was the same 
proportion 	existed in the Dominion as a whole, while in Ontario the ratio was 70.9 
P .C. 

A brief analysis of the provincial relative weights for the included industries in 
the census enumeration and the employment surveys shows on the whole an extremely close 
correspondence between the two sets of figures, although it is again demonstrated that 
Ontario is slightlr over-represented at the expense bf the Maritime and Prairie Provinces 
and British Co.wnbia, whose relative weights in the employment  survey werd fractionally 
lower than the census weighting Such variation in the geogiaphical represextatior 
appears unavoidable where the basis of Inclusion in the monthly surveys is the employment 
of a staff of fifteen persons or more, and in order to maintain a fairly adequate 
representation of the various industries. The relative weights in quebec were practic-
ally the same in the two enquiries. 

The comparisons with the census data show that the monthly employment surveys 
include a considerable proportion of the workers in the comparable industries in each of 
the provinces, or provincial groups, whose relative weights correspond quite closely with 
the geographical distribution of workers within the Dominion as disclosed by the census 
figures. The cozparisons also lrdicate a satisfactory uniformity in the size of the 
samples for the economic areas. These facts ensure that the monthly surveys of employ-
ment accurately reflect the current fluctuations in industrial activity. 

(b) In the Your Largest Cities 

A tabulation of the number at work at June 1, 1931, as enumerated in the Census, 
was made only for the four largest cities - Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg and Vancouver. 
The data shown in the following table are not wholly comparable, since the census 
statistics are collected at the place of residence and for the municipality, while the 
employment figures come from the place of work, and take in the employment afforded in 
the irmedIate vicinity of a municipality, as well as that within the city limits. In 
centres with satellite cities and nearby residential areas under independent civic 
management, these differences tend materially to raise the apparent size of the employ -
ment sample for the given city, and so make the comparison rather misleading. It Is 
also likely that the employees of certain industries, or branches, located some distance 
from the municipality where their headquarters are situated, are included in the monthly 
tabulations for that city, since it is not always possible to recognize that distinction 
should be required. However, unceasing efforts are made to overcome this difficulty, 
and statistics in greater detail as regards location and industry are constantly being 
furnished by payroll officials. 

In the following table are shown for the four leading cities, the census figures 
of persons at work in all industries, and in the industries Included in the monthly 
surveys of employment, together with the numbers reported by the firms making returns for 
June 1, 1931 - 

1/ See footnote 2 on page 10. 
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Monthly Employ- Proportion of the employees 
Census Data, June 1, 1931- 	ment data, 	reported by co-operating 

June 1. 1931 	firms at June 1, 1931, to 
All persons Persons at 

Total 	No at 	Employ- 	at work as work in the 
i.ties 	number Rel, 	work in Rel, 	ees 	Re].. 	enumerated 	included 

at 	weight included weight report- weight 	in the cen- industries 
work 	indust- 	ed 	sus as 100 as 100 p.c. 

ries 	 p,c 
(1) 	(2) 	(3) 	(L) 	(5)(6) 	() 	() 

P.C. 	P.C. 	p.C, 	P.C. 	p.C. 

Montreal 	245,083 11,7 	184L340 13.5 1 ; 625 154 	59.0 	78.5 

Toronto 	205.865 	9.8 	15,992 10.7 123.216 13.1 	9 , 9 	84,4 

Winnipeg @4,983 3.1 45,O)49 3.3 30210 3.2 46.5 67.1 

Vancouver 69201 3.3 148 1148 3 , 5 3040  3.3 414.6 614.1 

Total, four 
leading 
cities 	585,132 27.9 	1423.529 31.0 328.891 35.0 	56.2 	77.7 

CANADt 	2,100,139 100.0 1,369,35'  1000 9140875  100.0 	14L8 	68. 

The extremely large representation in Montreal and Toronto is no doubt mainly due 
to a difference in definition of the municipal area although their proximity to Ottawa 
and the concentration of large-scale industrial operations in these two centres are 
sufficient in any case to ensure a sample that is above the average. In Winnipeg and 
Vancouver, on the other hand s  the employment statistics' coverage of the total workers 
in the comparable classes of industries is below the Dominion average of 68.7 p.c.; 
however, the variations are not pronounceth 

An analysis of the relative weights shows the same apparent over-representation in 
Montreal and Toronto, but the explanation of the discrepancies (which are not unduly 
large) lies in the facts already given. The 1mnnipeg and Vancouver relative weights in 
the employment record correspond satisfactorily closely with those of the total number 
at work at the census date. 
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Chart 1. - Comparison of the Industrial Distribution of workers shown in the Employment1 
Surveys and the Census Enumeration, June 1, 1931- 

Relative Weights of Industries; 	Proportion that workers 
Industrial Distribution of Workers 	covered in June 1, 1931,  em 
(a) according to the census and 	 ployment survey constituted 
(b) as shown in the June 1, 1931, 	of total at work in same 
employment survey. 	 industry according to the 

census enumeration. 
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Chart 2.- Comparison of Provincial Distribution of Workers shown in the Employment 
Survey and the Census Enumeration, June 1, 1931- 

Relati.ve Weights by Economic Areas: 	Proportion that workers 
Distribution of workers shown (a) 	covered in the June 1, 1931, 
by the census enumeration and (b) 	employment survey constitu- 
by the June 1, 1931, employment 	ted of total at work in same 
survey, 	 areas according to the census 

enumeration. 
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Chart 3. - Coxrparison of Distribution of Workera by City, as shown in the Employment 
Survey and the Census Enumeatton tune li 193 1 - 

Proportion of riorkers Reported in 	Proportion that the workers 
the cities as shown (a) in the 	in specified cities in the 
census enumeration and (b) in the 	June 1, 193 1 , employment sur- 
June 1, 1931, employment survey. 	vey, constituted of the total 

at work in the same city 
according to the census enu-

B 	meration. 
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